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Anna and I were newcomers to Leighton’s Earth, Sweet Earth… (Laudes
Terrae) when we began to prepare for this recording. It is a monumental work,
huge in concept and execution. The first movement alone lasts more than
ten minutes. One has little sense that the voice will enter at all following the
mighty, rhapsodic piano exposition, realised here so perfectly by Anna. And
the dreaming quality so suits Ruskin’s sinuous prose, that it is possible almost
to overlook the profundity of what is being said. Leighton has very carefully
chosen Ruskin and Hopkins to explore, with great tenderness, the writers’
helpless sense of loss when confronted by humanity’s inevitable, progressive
march towards the industrialised modern world.
This worry – that somehow humans are losing something profoundly important,
something that connects us both with the natural world and with each other,
some inexpressible affinity with the very spirit of nature – this worry has been
niggling us ever since the birth of humanity, but has been so much more
acutely felt since the social upheavals of the nineteenth century. Its very
inexpressibility seems to mean that it has been the provenance of artists more
than anybody else. None would deny the huge benefits that human ingenuity
has brought to society, but have we lost something thereby? Perhaps its most
obvious modern voice is the “environmental” movement, but our disc takes
three writers from a vast number which stretches from Shelley to the Rossettis
and beyond who were mighty vexed by this problem. Ruskin, Hopkins and Hardy
share a profound unease with industrialised progress. Not, I think, that in itself
progress is harmful, but that its benefits come with a cost to nature, society
and individuals that is both inexpressible and invaluable. And while Leighton,
Ruskin and Hopkins deal quite explicitly with our relationship to our nurturing
Earth, Britten and Hardy explore this in our relations to one another: the childlike affinity with nature; the Wordsworthian glimmer of the divine within each
of us; the “nescience” of Eden: all gone. The heartfelt cry for its restoration,
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“How long, how long?” feels to me every bit the echo of Leighton’s final “Earth,
Sweet Earth!”
Winter Words is well known, and rightly so. Succinct, sprinkled with humour,
yet dark and arrestingly profound, it has touched people and moved audiences
for many years. Earth, Sweet Earth… (Laudes Terrae) will, I suspect, be new
to many listeners. Partly this is a result of its enormous scale and scope (not
least in the problems this presents to performers – we certainly felt them!).
But Anna and I have been greatly nourished by getting to know this astonishing
work, and it is our hope that in its little way, this performance will help to bring
it to a wider audience. I hope you enjoy it.
© James Gilchrist, 2010
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Kenneth Leighton earth, sweet earth… (laudes terrae)
Benjamin Britten winter words
Both Benjamin Britten and Kenneth Leighton are inextricably linked with
the human voice as a medium for composition. While Britten is, of course,
widely known for his enduring and large-scale operas – repeatedly heralded
as masterpieces of the genre – Leighton is more often remembered for his
considerable corpus of music for the church. However, both these composers
also made valuable contributions to the English song medium.
Despite being relatively close contemporaries, there is no specific record
of the paths of these two British composers crossing. For much of the time
they were resident at almost opposite ends of the British Isles, and moved in
rather different circles: Leighton was for most of his career employed by the
university’s music faculty at Edinburgh (apart from two years at Oxford from
1968 to 1970), while Britten was a full-time composer, and performer, based in
the south of England. There are links and similarities between the two though
and throughout his life Leighton spoke of the important influence of Britten on
his earlier works in particular, having first heard some of his earlier choral
works as a chorister in the choir of Wakefield Cathedral. Both composers
were considerable pianists and regularly performed their own works, as well
as those by other composers, as both soloist and accompanist, and in both
concerts and broadcasts.
Britten’s contributions to the genre of English song are particularly notable
and occupy a vital place in his output. He also wrote an enduring amount of
vocal music for the church although, as with Leighton, it was not an overriding
element of his catalogue as a whole. Britten inevitably wrote many of his
works for voice and piano with himself and the tenor Peter Pears in mind, and
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between them they were probably the greatest advocates of his songs during
their lifetimes. Leighton’s contributions to English song are not nearly as
considerable – although important nonetheless – and his works for solo voice
and piano that remain in his catalogue are limited to one early cycle and one
late work: Five Shakespeare Songs composed in 1951 and Earth, Sweet Earth…
(Laudes Terrae), Op. 94 completed in 1986.

Earth, Sweet Earth… (Laudes Terrae) was begun during 1985 and completed
toward the end of Leighton’s life in July 1986, a decade after Britten’s death, and
some thirty-five years after his previous work in the genre. Leighton preferred
to label song cycles as ‘solo cantatas’ and Earth, Sweet Earth is no exception. It
is substantial at approximately forty minutes and there is a strong link between
Britten and this work, as it was commissioned by the Scottish tenor Neil Mackie
in memory of Britten’s lifelong partner Peter Pears. As such it was the second
work that Leighton had written with this link to Pears; These are thy wonders,
Op. 84, for tenor and organ, was completed in 1981, and also commissioned by
Neil Mackie, this time for the occasion of Pears’s seventieth birthday.
The label of ‘solo cantata’ indicates that Earth, Sweet Earth was very
much conceived as a whole and that musical unity and continuity was also
an important element of his compositional processes in a work of this
kind. Leighton indicates on the score that ‘The work should preferably be
performed complete – but I, II, V & VI may be sung separately. Alternatively IV
& V or VI & VII may be performed in pairs’. It was first performed at the 1987
Cheltenham Festival on 6 July, with Neil Mackie accompanied by John Blakely
at the piano. Leighton gives us some important insights into the work in a
short programme note:
‘The idea of a song-cycle or solo cantata (as I prefer to call it) was
suggested [by Neil Mackie] in March 1985, and this work was
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completed in July 1986. The proposal was welcomed not only
because of a special sympathy which became apparent in […] two
earlier works [These are thy wonders and Symphony No. 3, Laudes
Musicae, Op. 90 (1984)], but also because of my renewed personal
interest in the piano both as performer and composer.’
While Leighton was often inspired by the British metaphysical poets of the
seventeenth century, here he makes use of texts by the Victorian writers John
Ruskin (1819-1900) and Gerard Manley Hopkins (1844-1889). He goes on to
state that:
‘The hills and countryside of Scotland in particular have been a
source of wonder and inspiration for many years, and a previous
large-scale choral work Laudes Montium, composed in 1975
for the centenary of St Andrews University Musical Society, is
preoccupied with a similar theme and its mystical connotations. A
renewed interest in Ruskin also led back to the wonderful nostalgic
visions of childhood expressed in his autobiographical Praeterita:
and the work of G[erard] M[anley] Hopkins has always presented
one of the highest challenges to composers wishing to scale the
heights of poetry.’
Leighton’s solo cantata provides a stark contrast to Britten’s, although in both
cycles their deeply individual musical languages are much in evidence. The
piano takes a much more central role in Earth, Sweet Earth, which is clear
from the first song of the set, ‘There was no thought in any of us…’, the only
movement of the seven to use Ruskin’s words. This extended song opens
with an extended piano introduction with most of the lyrical melodic interest
contained in the middle of the texture. A soft, yet intense and dramatic opening
folds out into an extensive through-composed song, which Leighton expertly
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ties together with his treatment of motifs and textures. The text is concerned
with a retrospective view of youth and reads as one of the more truthful and
sincere passages in Ruskin’s work, which is only partly autobiographical.
The remaining six songs are all on a smaller scale compared to the opening,
and all contain texts from the poetry and journals of Hopkins. In ‘Inversnaid’
the ‘wildness’ of a Highland stream (or ‘burn’) is eulogised; the dramatic
description by Hopkins is translated into a lustrous image that Leighton himself
would have known all too well. In his note, he goes on to say that ‘in addition
to attempting a setting of ‘Inversnaid’, with its obvious Highland connection, I
was led also to other great poems which recognise and praise the eternal on
the ‘Sweet Earth’ around us.’ He also states that ‘the piano plays a special and
extended role in an attempt to express the meaning of Hopkins’ incredibly rich
poetry and prose.’ A common theme in Leighton’s music is that of the seasons,
and the bleakness of winter in the next song, ‘Contemplation – In the snow’,
is made vivid in the hushed and relatively static and colder writing that places
great emphasis on the descriptive prose.
The next two songs ‘The Ashtree’ and ‘Binsey Poplars (felled 1879)’ both refer
to the chopping down of trees. In the first of these songs the maiming clearly
causes much distress to the author, which is treated with a striking compassion
by Leighton, particularly at ‘I wished to die and not to see the inscapes of
the world destroyed any more’. In ‘Binsey Poplars’ the destruction referred
to is more universal, and how easily the ‘Sweet especial rural scene’ can be
shattered with the result that ‘After-comers cannot guess the beauty been’.
The remaining two songs of the cycle – ‘Hurrahing in Harvest’ and ‘Ribblesdale’
– are much more optimistic in tone and in the first of these the poet revels
in the luscious and changing landscape brought about in the closing days of
summer as it turns into autumn. Leighton closes the set with a generous and
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effusive tribute from Hopkins in which he includes us all: ‘And what is Earth’s
eye, tongue or heart else, where / Else, but in dear dogged man?’

and Britten’s various stylistic nods towards individual songs from Winterreise,
particularly in the piano accompaniments.

Winter Words, Op. 52 was composed in 1953 between two of Britten’s operas,
Gloriana, Op. 53 (1953) – commissioned for the coronation celebrations of
Queen Elizabeth II – and Turn of the Screw, Op. 54 (1954). Winter Words also
fell between the composition of Canticle II, Abraham and Isaac, Op. 51 (1952)
and Canticle III, Still falls the rain, Op. 55 (1954). Other previous works for
voice and piano that provide important precursors to Winter Words include:
the Seven Sonnets of Michelangelo, Op. 22 (1940); The Holy Sonnets of John
Donne, Op. 35 (1945); alongside the momentous Canticle I, My beloved is mine,
Op. 40 (1947). It is more than fair to say that Britten’s reputation as a leading
composer for the voice in his generation was now confirmed, particularly as he
had by this time also completed the operas Peter Grimes, Op. 33 (1945); The
Rape of Lucretia, Op. 37 (1946); Albert Herring, Op. 39 (1947); and Billy Budd,
Op. 50 (1951).

In Winter Words the sparseness of the season is echoed in the sparing, yet
descriptive and effective, piano writing that ideally complement and place
clear emphasis on Hardy’s texts. In the first song, ‘At day-close in November’,
the poet conjures up vivid images of autumn turning into winter, and a clear
parallel can be deduced between these visions and the life of the author, who
is also entering the twilight of his life; the trees that he planted in his ‘June
time’ are now shedding their leaves, as well as having grown sufficiently to
‘now obscure the sky’. This opening strophic song sets the tone for the cycle in
being tonally and melodically intricate and chromatic.

Winter Words is a setting of eight ‘Lyrics and Ballads’ by the Victorian author
and poet Thomas Hardy (1840-1928) and was first performed by Pears
and Britten in Harewood House, in the West Riding of Yorkshire, as part of
the Leeds Festival on 8 October 1953. The cycle was dedicated to John and
Myfanwy Piper, who collaborated with Britten on a number of his operas, as
designer and librettist respectively.
While one might expect a cosy and heart-warming experience, it is fair to say
that the reality is closer to that of Schubert’s Winterreise (1827), which Britten
and Pears were performing at around this time. There are several further links
between Schubert’s cycle and Winter Words that have been identified, with
both works opening in the same key (D minor), the shifting images of a journey,
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The second song, ‘Midnight on the Great Western’ (or ‘The Journeying Boy’)
continues the strong sense of uneasiness created in the opening. In describing
a train journey the piano emulates the sights and sounds associated with
steam train travel, including the opening portrayal of the train’s whistle and
persistent chugging movement. This short tale of a poor boy travelling alone
‘Towards a world unknown’, presumably London, is seen from the point of view
of another passenger who wonders about the boy and what will become of
him on reaching his destination. ‘Wagtail and Baby (A Satire)’ follows with a
sardonic story, again from an observer’s point of view, of the observations of
a baby who perceives for the first time how man is the source of sin, through
being the only enemy of the unassuming bird. Here the influence of Schubert
is particularly present in the left hand of the piano, while the wagtail is
evidently heard in the right. The first half of the cycle concludes with ‘The
little old table’ in which the narrator is reminded of how the table was the gift
of a woman with definite intentions: ‘she look’d at me with a thought / That I
did not understand’.
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As Humphrey Carpenter has observed of Winter Words, ‘its first half sketches
corruption and its second innocence’, and the cycle continues with ‘The
Choirmaster’s Burial’ (or ‘The Tenor man’s story’) where the choir member
sings of the choirmaster’s departure. Britten cleverly incorporates the hymn
tune Mount Ephraim – named as ‘The psalm he liked best’ in the poem – into
the texture underneath the operatic dialogue of the tenor line. The textures
change with the unfolding events of the story, but particularly poignant are
the repeated single note at ‘To get it through faster / They buried the master
/ Without any tune’ and the image of ‘A band all in white / Like the Saints in
church-glass’. ‘Proud Songsters (Thrushes, Finches and Nightingales)’ is a
virtuosic and energetic setting, and the polar opposite of Gerald Finzi’s setting
in his cycle Earth, and Air and Rain. Instead of the tempered reflections on youth
from an ageing poet evident in Finzi’s cycle, Britten portrays the cheerfulness
and high spirits of youth itself in a compact and striking manner.
The penultimate song of the cycle ‘At the Railway Station, Upway’ (or ‘The
Convict and Boy with the Violin’) shows Britten at his most creative, with an
inventive emulation of the violin in the poem in the single line of the piano
part (although requiring two hands for performance). With copious glimmers
of operatic writing a drama unfolds in which a poor boy plays the violin to a
convict in handcuffs. A humorous eccentricity is found in the jubilation of the
detainee as he sings ‘This life so free / Is the thing for me!’ The final song
of the cycle ‘Before Life and After’ can almost seem crude on first listening
with its insistent triads low in the piano. As the song progresses this unusual
writing begins to make more sense, referring to a time ‘Before the birth of
consciousness / When all went well’. By this point the song begins to feel much
more rational and reasoned, concerned as it is – as with many other works of
Britten’s – with the corruption of virtue and youthful innocence.
© Adam Binks, 2008
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		 Earth, Sweet Earth… (Laudes Terrae), Op. 94
I.

Prelude – There was no thought in any of us (John Rushkin-Praeterita)
There was no thought in any of us for a moment of their being clouds. They
were clear as crystal, sharp on the pure horizon sky, and already tinged with
rose by the sinking sun. Infinitely beyond all that we had ever thought or
dreamed - the seen walls of lost Eden could not have been more beautiful to
us; not more awful, round heaven, the walls of sacred Death.
It is not possible to imagine, in any time of the world, a more blessed entrance
into life, for a child of such a temperament as mine… In perfect health of life
and fire of heart, not wanting to be anything but the boy I was, not wanting
to have anything more than I had; knowing of sorrow only just so much as to
make life serious to me, not enough to slacken in the least its sinews; and
with so much of science mixed with feeling as to make the sight of the [Hills]
not only the revelation of the beauty of the earth, but the opening of the first
page of its volume - I went down that evening from the garden terrace… with
my destiny fixed in all of it that was to be sacred and useful. To that terrace and that shore - my heart and faith return to this day, in every impulse that is
yet nobly alive in them, and every thought that has in it help or peace…

II.

Inversnaid (Gerard Manley Hopkins)

		
		
		
		

This darksome burn, horseback brown,
His rollrock highroad roaring down,
In coop and in comb the fleece of his foam
Flutes and low to the lake falls home.

		
		
		
		

A windpuff-bonnet of fawn-froth
Turns and twindles over the broth
Of a pool so pitchblack, fell-frowning,
It rounds and rounds Despair to drowning.
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Degged with dew, dappled with dew
Are the groins of the braes that the brook treads through,
Wiry heathpacks, flitches of fern.
And the beadbonny ash that sits over the burn.

		
		
		
		

What would the world be, once bereft
Of wet and of wildness? Let them be left,
O let them be left, wildness and wet;
Long live the weeds and the wilderness yet.

III.

Contemplation – In the snow (Gerard Manley Hopkins - Journals)
In the snow flat-topped hillocks and shoulders outlined with wavy edges,
ridge below ridge, very like the grain of wood in line and in projection like
relief maps. These the wind makes I think and of course drifts, which are
in fact snow waves. The sharp nape of a drift is sometimes broken by slant
flutes or channels. I think this must be when the wind after shaping the drift
first has changed and cast waves in the body of the wave itself.
All the world is full of inscape, and chance left free to act falls into an order as
well as purpose: looking out of my window I caught it in the random clods and
broken heaps of snow made by the cast of a broom… The sun was bright, the
broken brambles and all boughs and banks limed and cloyed with white, the
brook down the clough pulling its way by drops and by bubbles in turn under
a shell of ice…

IV.

The Ashtree (Gerard Manley Hopkins - Journals)
The ashtree growing in the corner of the garden was felled. It was lopped
first: I heard the sound and looking out and seeing it maimed there came at
that moment a great pang and I wished to die and not to see the inscapes of
the world destroyed any more.
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V.

Binsey Poplars (Gerard Manley Hopkins)

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

My aspens dear, whose airy cages quelled,
Quelled or quenched in leaves the leaping sun,
All felled, felled, are all felled;
Of a fresh and following folded rank
Not spared, not one
That dandled a sandalled
Shadow that swam or sank
On meadow and river and wind-wandering
Weed-winding bank.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

O if we but knew what to do
When we delve or hew Hack and rack the growing green!
Since country is so tender
To touch, her being so slender,
That, like this sleek and seeing ball
But a prick will make no eye at all,
Where we, even where we mean
To mend her we end her,
When we hew or delve:

		
		
		
		
		

After-comers cannot guess the beauty been.
Ten or twelve, only ten or twelve
Strokes of havoc unselve
The sweet especial scene,
Sweet especial rural scene.

VI.

Hurrahing in Harvest (Gerard Manley Hopkins)

		 Summer ends now; now, barbarous in beauty, the stooks rise
		 Around; up above, what wind-walks! What lovely behaviour
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		 Of silk-sack clouds! Has wilder, wilful-wavier,
		 Meal-drift moulded ever and melted across skies?
		
		
		
		

I walk, I lift up, I lift up heart, eyes,
Down all that glory in the heavens to glean our Saviour;
And, eyes, heart, what looks, what lips yet gave you a
Rapturous love’s greeting of realer, of rounder replies?

		
		
		
		
		
		

And the azurous hung hills are his world-wielding shoulder
Majestic - as a stallion stalwart, very-violet - sweet! These things, these things were here and but the beholder
Wanting; which two when they once meet,
The heart rears wings bold and bolder
And hurls for him, O half hurls earth for him off under his feet.

VII.
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Ribblesdale (Gerard Manley Hopkins)

		
		
		
		

Earth, sweet Earth, sweet landscape with leaves throng
And louched low grass, heaven that dost appeal
To, with no tongue to plead, no heart to feel;
That canst but only be, but dost that long -

		
		
		
		

Thou canst but be, but that thou well dost; strong
Thy plea with him who dealt, nay does now deal,
Thy lovely dale down thus and thus bids reel
Thy river, and o’er gives all to rack or wrong.

		
		
		
		
		
		

And what is Earth’s eye, tongue, or heart else, where
Else, but in dear and dogged man? - Ah, the heir
To his own self bent so bound, so tied to his turn,
To thriftless reave both our rich round world bare
And none reck of world after, this bids wear
Earth brows of such care, care and dear concern.

		 Winter Words, Op. 52 (Thomas Hardy)
I.

At Day-Close in November

		 The ten hours’ light is abaiting.
			
And a late bird wings across,
		 Where the pines, like waltzers waiting,
			
Give their black heads a toss.
		 Beech leaves, that yellow the non-time,
			
Float past like speck in the eye;
		 I set every tree in my June time,
			
And now they obscure the sky.
		 And the children who ramble through here
			
Conceive that there never has beem
		 A time when no tall trees grew here,
			
That none will in time be seen.
II.

Midnight on the Great Western

		 What past can be yours, O journeying boy,
			
Towards a world unknown,
		 Who calmly, as if incurious quite
		 On all at stake, can undertake
			
This plunge alone?
		 Knows your soul a sphere, O journeying boy,
			
Our rude realms far above,
		 Whence with spacious vision
			
you mark and mete
		 This region of sin that you find you in,
			
But are not of?
III.

Wagtail and Baby

		 A baby watched a ford, whereto
			
A wagtail came for drinking;
		 A blaring bull went wading through,
			
The wagtail showed no shrinking.

		 A stallion splashed his way across,
		 In the third-class seat sat
			
The birdie nearly sinking;
			
the journeying boy.
		 He gave his plumes a twitch and toss,
			
And the roof-lamp’s oily flame
			
And held his own unblinking.
		 Played down on his listless form and face,
		 Bewrapt past knowing to what he was going, 		 Next saw the baby round the spot
			
Or whence he came.
			
A mongrel slowly slinking;
		 The wagtail gazed, but faltered not
		 In the band of his hat the journeying boy
			
In dip and sip and prinking
			
Had a ticket stuck; and a string
		 Around his neck bore the key of his box,
		 A perfect gentleman then neared;
		 That twinkled gleams of the
			
The wagtail, in a winking,
			
lamp’s sad beams
		 With terror rose and disappeared;
			
Like a living thing.
			
The baby fell a-thinking.
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IV.

Creak, little wood thing, creak,
When I touch you with elbow or knee;
That is the way you speak
Of the one who gave you to me!

		
		
		
		

You, little table, she brought –
Brought me with her own hand,
As she looked at me with a thought:
That I did not understand.

		
		
		
		

– Whoever owns it anon,
And hears it, will never know
What a history hangs upon
This creak from long ago.

V.
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The Little Old Table

		
		
		
		

The Choirmaster’s Burial
He often would ask us
That, when he died,
After playing so many
To their last rest,
If out of us any
Should here abide,
And it would not task us,
We would with our lutes
Play over him
By his grave-brim
The psalm he liked best –
The one whose sense suits
“Mount Ephraim”
And perhaps we should seem
To him, in Death’s dream,
Like the seraphim.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

As soon as I knew
That his spirit was gone
I thought this his due,
And spoke thereupon.
“I think” said the vicar,
“A read service quicker
That viols out-of-doors
In these frosts and hoars.
That old-fashioned was
Requires a fine day,
And it seems to me
It had better not be.”
Hence, that afternoon,
Though never knew he
That his wish could not be,
To get through it faster
They buried the master
Without any tune.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

But t’was said that, when
At the dead of next night
The vicar looked out,
There struck on his ken
Thronged roundabout,
Where the frost was graying
The headstoned grass,
A band all in white
Like the saints in church-glass,
Singing and playing
The ancient stave
By the choirmaster’s grave.

		 Such the tenor man told
		 When he had grown old.

VI.

Proud Songsters

		 The thrushes sing as the sun is going,
		 And the finches whistle in ones and pairs,
		 And as it gets dark loud nightingales
			
in bushes
		 Pipe, as they can when April wears,
		 As if all Time were theirs.
		 There are brand-new birds
			
of twelve-months’ growing,
		 Which a year ago, or less than twin,
		 No finches were, nor nightingales,
			
Nor thrushes,
		 But only particles of grain,
		 And earth, and air, and rain.
VII.

At the Railway Station, Upway

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

“There is not much that I can do,
For I’ve no money that’s quite my own!”
Spoke up the pitying child –
A little boy with a violin
At the station before the train cam in –
“But I can play my fiddle to you,
And a nice one ‘tis, and good in tone!”

		
		
		
		

And the constable smiled, and said no word,
As if unconscious of what he heard;
And so they went on till the train came in –
The convict, and boy with the violin.

VIII.

Before Life and After

		 A time there was – as one may guess
		 And as, indeed, earth’s testimonies tell –
		 Before the birth of consciousness,
			
When all went well.
		 None suffered sickness, love, or loss,
		 None knew regret, starved hope,
			
or heart-burnings;
		 None cared whatever crash or cross
			
Brought wrack to things.
		 If something ceased, no tongue bewailed,
		 If something winced and waned,
			
no heart was wrung;
		 If brightness dimmed, and dark prevailed.
			
No sense was stung.

		 But the disease of feeling germed,
		 And primal rightness took the tinct
			
of wrong:
		 Ere nescience shall be reaffirmed
		 The man in the handcuffs smiled;
How long, how long?
		 The constable looked, and he smiled, too, 			
		 As the fiddle began to twang;
		 And the man in the handcuffs
		 suddenly sang
			
With grimful glee:
			
“This life so free
			
Is the thing for me!”
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James Gilchrist
James Gilchrist began his working life as a doctor, turning to a full-time career
in music in 1996.
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James’ concert appearances include Damon in Acis and Galatea at the Proms
(Academy of Ancient Music/Paul Goodwin), Bach cantatas with the Monteverdi
Choir and Orchestra in their celebrated Bach Pilgrimage (Sir John Eliot
Gardiner/Europe – America), Tippett’s The Knot Garden (Sir Andrew Davis/BBC
Symphony Orchestra), Messiah and Monteverdi Vespers (The Sixteen/Japan),
Frederic in The Pirates of Penzance and Ralph in HMS Pinafore (Scottish
Chamber Orchestra), the title role in Judas Maccabeus (The King’s Consort),
Septimius Theodora and Haydn’s Nelson Mass for the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra, Israel in Egypt (St Louis Symphony Orchestra, Norddeutscher
Rundfunk, Collegium Vocale Gent and SCO), B Minor Mass (Semyon Bychkov/
Turin, at the Bath Festival in Salzburg and with Accademia Nazionale di Santa
Cecilia in Rome), Mozart Requiem (Seattle Symphony Orchestra), L’Allegro, il
Penseroso ed il Moderato and a televised performance of Berlioz L’enfance du
Christ at the BBC Proms (Monteverdi Choir & Orchestra), Alexander’s Feast
in Salzburg, Bach’s Christmas Oratorio with Ton Koopman and the Tonhalle
Orchestra in Zürich, the Evangelist in the Bach/Mendelssohn St Matthew
Passion with the OAE, a residency with the Nash Ensemble at Princeton
University, Messiah with both the San Francisco and the Detroit Symphony
Orchestras, War Requiem and Dream of Gerontius for the Three Choirs
Festival, Mozart’s C Minor Mass with the Tonhalle Orchestra in Zürich and
at the Salzburg Festival, Bach Cantatas with the Bach Collegium Japan, St
Matthew Passion with North Carolina Symphony Orchestra, at Symphony Hall,
Boston, at the Royal Festival Hall and with the Tonhalle Orchestra in Zürich,
St John Passion with the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Britten’s Serenade
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at The Sage, Gateshead, The Seasons with the Handel & Haydn Society under
Sir Roger Norrington at the BBC Proms, Pulcinella for Radio Svizzera in
Lugano and the Scottish Chamber Orchestra, On Wenlock Edge with the BBC
National Orchestra of Wales, Lechmere Owen Wingrave (concert) for CLS at
Cadogan Hall, Ugone Flavio for the Academy of Ancient Music in Birmingham
and London, Creation at the Frauenkirche, Dresden, at Westminster Cathedral
for the Bach Choir and on tour with Herreweghe, The Pilgrim’s Progress with
Richard Hickox at Sadler’s Wells, Handel’s Ode for St Cecilia’s Day for the SWR
in Germany, Oedipus Rex with BBC NOW, War Requiem with the Dresden
Philharmonie and with Orquesta y Coro Nacionales de España, Frank Martin’s
Der Sturm at the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, Saul (Laeiszhalle, Hamburg),
King Arthur with the Concert Spirituel in London, Luxemburg and Paris,
Athalia with Concerto Köln in Köln, New York and Paris and On Wenlock Edge
with the Endellion String Quartet at the Leeds Lieder Festival. James is a keen
exponent of contemporary music and has performed in the world premieres
of Knut Nystedt’s Apocalypsis Joannis (Oslo Philharmonic), John Tavener’s
Total Eclipse (Academy of Ancient Music), which was also recorded, and Helen
Ottaway’s new commission for the Salisbury Festival, The Echoing Green.
As a recitalist, he has appeared with Malcolm Martineau, with Stephen
Varcoe and Della Jones at St John’s, Smith Square, and with John Constable
performing Britten Canticles, Quilter To Julia and Tippett The Heart’s
Assurance for the BBC. In his partnership with the pianist Anna Tilbrook,
he has performed Schumann Liederkreis (op 24), Finzi Till Earth Outwears
and Poulenc Metamorphoses for BBC Radio 3. James is also partnered
regularly by the harpist Alison Nicholls and recently appeared in recital with
the Nash Ensemble at Wigmore Hall, and at the Bury St Edmunds Festival in a
programme featuring a new commission by Alec Roth based on Vikram Seth’s
All You Who Sleep Tonight.
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Operatic performances include Quint in Britten’s Turn of the Screw, Ferrando
in Cosi Fan Tutte, Scaramuccio in Strauss’ Ariadne Auf Naxos (Richard Hickox),
Gomatz in Mozart’s Zaide (Istanbul), Vaughan Williams’ Sir John in Love
(Barbican/Radio 3), Hyllus in Handel’s Hercules (Berlin), Acis and Galatea at
the Berlin Staatsoper, Evandre in Gluck’s Alceste at La Monnaie in Brussels
and Purcell’s King Arthur for Mark Morris at English National Opera.
Amongst his many recordings are title roles in Albert Herring and Vaughan
William’s A Poisoned Kiss for Chandos, Bach St Matthew Passion (Gabrieli
Consort/McCreesh), Bach St John Passion (New College Choir/Higginbottom),
Rachmaninov Vespers (EMI/Kings College, Cambridge), Schütz Sacred Music
(The Sixteen/Collins Classics), Rameau Cantatas and St Mark Passion (ASV),
Grainger Songs (Chandos), Kuhnau Sacred Music (The King’s Consort/Hyperion),
Bach Missa Brevis (Collegium Instrumentale Brugense), and Bach Cantatas
variously with Sir John Eliot Gardiner and the Monteverdi Choir and Orchestra,
Ton Koopman and the Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra, and Masaaki Suzuki
and the Bach Collegium Japan. In 2009 James released “The Songs of Muriel
Herbert” which joins his other acclaimed recordings on Linn Records, “Oh Fair
To See” and the Classic FM Gramophone Award Finalist “On Wenlock Edge”.
Other engagements include Haydn Seasons and Creation with the Monteverdi
Choir on tour in Europe and the US, Messiah with the St Louis Symphony
Orchestra, Bach Cantatas with NDR Hannover, St Matthew Passion in Koln
and Amsterdam, B Minor Mass for the Bach Choir and Mozart Requiem
for the Academy of Ancient Music and with the BBC National Orchestra of
Wales. Further engagements include concerts for the Pygmalion Festival and
Retrospect Ensemble, Britten Serenade with the Tonhalle Orchester Zurich
and Messiah with The Sixteen.
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Anna Tilbrook
Anna Tilbrook is one of Britain’s most exciting pianists, with a considerable
reputation in song recitals and chamber music. She made her debut at
Wigmore Hall in 1999 and has since become a regular performer at major
concert halls and festivals.
Anna has collaborated with many leading singers and instrumentalists
including James Gilchrist, Lucy Crowe, Sarah Tynan, Emma Bell, Yvonne
Howard, Janis Kelly, Victoria Simmonds, Willard White, Mark Padmore,
Stephan Loges, Chris Maltman, Ian Bostridge, Christine Rice, Iestyn Davies,
Gillian Keith, Natalie Clein, Nick Daniel, Adrian Brendel, Gemma Rosefield,
Priya Mitchell, Alexander Sitkovetsky, Tedi Papavrami, Harriet Mackenzie and
Eleanor Fagg.
With James Gilchrist she has made acclaimed recordings of twentiethcentury English song, including Vaughan Williams’s On Wenlock Edge with the
Fitzwilliam String Quartet (a finalist in the Gramophone Awards 2008), Lennox
Berkeley Songs for Chandos and most recently Schubert’s Die Schone Mullerin
for Orchid which received great critical acclaim and was Editor’s Choice in
Gramophone, November 2009. With the Fitzwilliam String Quartet she has also
performed Shostakovich’s chamber music throughout the UK, Mozart Piano
Concerto K.415 and the Elgar Piano Quintet.

www.annatilbrook.co.uk
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Recent engagements have included recitals with James Gilchrist in Sir John
Eliot Gardiner’s Anima Mundi festival in Pisa, in the Wroclaw Cantans festival
in Poland, at the Oxford Lieder Festival and the Three Choirs Festival, and
a live BBC Radio 3 lunchtime recital at LSO St Luke’s. She has also given a
chamber music recital in Pisa with Tedi Papavremi and Guido Corti and an
acclaimed performance of Messiaen’s Quartet for the End of Time at the St
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David’s Festival. With the soprano Lucy Crowe she has performed at Wigmore
Hall, QEH, Lichfield Festival, Music at Oxford and the Gower Festival.
Anna has a special association with the Two Moors Festival in Devon, where
she has devised and performed a series of epic performing projects: all the
Schubert song-cycles in a day in 2005; all the Schumann song-cycles in 2006;
and in 2007 a day of songs by Mahler and his contemporaries.
As well as accompanying, Anna is in demand as a repetiteur, continuo player
and vocal coach, working for companies including the Royal Opera, Royal
Ballet, Aldeburgh Festival and the LSO. She was official accompanist and
coach for the 2008 Les Azuriales Opera Festival and Singing Competition in
France. For the 2006 Buxton Festival she made her conducting debut, directing
Telemann’s Pimpinone from the harpsichord. For Welsh National Opera she
has accompanied Angela Gheorghiu, Jose Carreras and Bryn Terfel in televised
concerts.
Born in Hertfordshire, Anna studied music at York University and at the Royal
Academy of Music with Julius Drake, where she was awarded a Fellowship
and in 2009 became an Associate. She also won many major international
accompaniment prizes including the AESS Bluthner prize and the award for an
outstanding woman musician from the ROSL. She now lives in London.

“Anna Tilbrook is an outstanding accompanist: discreet when necessary, but also
able to make the simplest phrase or chordal progression tell without a touch of
exaggeration.” BBC Music Magazine
“Superb” Michael Kennedy, Sunday Telegraph
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Linn Records is home to some of the world’s finest classical talent. As extensive as it
is diverse, the catalogue boasts an array of exceptional performers ranging from the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra, Dunedin Consort and Fitzwilliam Quartet to James Gilchrist
and Pamela Thorby. Linn Records classical recordings have received great critical
acclaim and numerous awards and plaudits. In 2009 ‘Mozart Symphonies 38- 41’ by
the SCO and Sir Charles Mackerras won the prestigious BBC Music Magazine ‘Disc
of the Year’ and the ‘Critics’ Award’ at the Classical BRITs. Further successes include
the Dunedin Consort’s recording of Handel’s ‘Messiah (Dublin Version, 1742)’ which was
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and won the ‘Baroque Award’ at the 2008 Midem Awards.
Linn recordings are all available to download at high resolution from the award-winning
website www.linnrecords.com
Downloads can be enjoyed on the Linn DS range of products which are the first digital
stream players to deliver specialist performance and convenience completely in harmony
with how people live. Linn DS products offer maximum freedom of choice for customers.
All Linn systems are modular, upgradeable and expandable, so choosing Linn is an
investment in an authentic specialist system. Linn retailers are trained to the highest
standard to help you select the best system to meet your current and future needs
through expert demonstration and consultation, installation and after-sales service. Linn
standards ensure that whichever system you choose, you will experience the thrill and
emotion of the original performance like never before.
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“Anna Tilbrook is excellent” John Steane, Gramophone
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